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Learning outcomes
 He (she) is able to explain the basic computer hardware, define the purpose and functions (operating principles).
 He (she) is able identify various computer hardware structures, to specify systems and elements capabilities, strengths and
weaknesses.
 He (she) knows how to use modern computer hardware elements and design tools (programs).
 He (she) knows how to specify and design components, in line with the latest market standards.
 He (she) has ability to independently create projects of the not complicated computer hardware layouts.
 Self-study video material, examine samples.
Aims of study module
The purpose of the study subject is to provide knowledge about the structure of various computers and their parts, operating
principles, teach the students about the application of the standard methods of computer hardware analysis, project making and
testing, provide knowledge on how to solve problems and purposefully strive to achieve results. Students are taught individually
or in groups about how to create and describe the computer hardware functional elements: input – output and transmission
devices, controllers, inverters, meters etc.
Annotation of a study module
In the computer hardware class, the students learn about the structure of the technical part of the computers and operating
principles. Students are taught to apply the standard methods of computer hardware analysis, project making and testing, to know
how to identify and solve problems, and purposefully strive to achieve results. Students are taught individually or in groups how
to create and describe the computer hardware functional elements: input – output and transmission devices, controllers, inverters,
meters etc. This computer hardware class is preparatory class into the course of computer architecture.
Topics of the subject
1. Computer hardware concepts
2. Main (host key, system box) unit
3. Computer components
4. Computer peripherals
5. Computer processors (microprocessors)
6. Computer memories
7. System bus, essential characteristics
8. Computer hardware components installation, adjustment, troubleshooting
Procedure for assessment of knowledge and competences
Applicable criterion: ten-point scale, and the cumulative assessment scheme: practical laboratory work (folder method) is 20%,
the midterm works - 10% every, the project (device design and layout) - 10% and 50% of the final exam assessment, which is
calculated by the weighted average method:
G = L*0,2 + K1*0,1 + K2*0,1 + P*0,1 + E*0,5.
Subject final rating calculated only if all the tasks and works completely done and evaluate the positive point.
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